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Patented July 25, 1950 2,516,752 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,516,752 

COOING TUBE FOR PULSE CODE 
MODULATION SIGNALS 

Robert L. Carbrey, Summit, N.J., assignor to Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, Incorporated, New 
York, N.Y., a corporation of New York 

Application September 30, 1948, Serial No. 52,088 
(C. 35-13) 9 Cairns. 

The present invention relates to the automatic 
generation of pulses in code combinations in 
dicative of instantaneous signal amplitude, under 
the direct control of signals to be coded. More 
Specifically, the invention relates to automatic 
generation of code pulses by an electron beam 
coding tube in which the beam when defected 
by different amounts by different signal ampli 
tudes is caused to impinge upon certain ones of 
a set of electrodes in different combinations cor 
responding to the different digits of the code and 
to set up pulses on these electrodes. 

Objects of the invention are, increased speed 
of coding, simplification of apparatus require 
ments, and improved operation, 

Electron beam coding tubes of the kind to 
which the invention is applicable have made use 
of a quantizing grid and a feedback control from 
this grid to the beam deflecting means, for limit 
ing the beam position to the grid aperture to 
which the beam was moved by the signal and for 
preventing the beam from assuming a position 
Overlapping two grid apertures or only partially 
illuminating the intended grid aperture. Each 
grid aperture is lined up with a horizontal row 
of apertures in a code plate. Thus, registry of 
the beam with an aperture in the quantizing 
grid also causes proper registry of the beam with 
a given row of code apertures. The digit elec 
trodes are located back of the code plate so that : 
the beam in passing through apertures in the 
plate strikes the corresponding digit electrodes. 

In the use of such tubes a time considerably 
longer than the duration of a code pulse is 
allowed for the stabilizing of the beam position, 
under control of the quantizing grid and its feed 
back action, in proper registry with a given row 
of code apertures. During this stabilizing period 
the beam is illuminating the digit electrodes and 
So producing pulses on them. In order to pre 
vent these pulses from reaching the output cir 
cuit until the beam is stabilized and the pulses 
are wanted, gating amplifiers individual to the 
digit electrodes have been used and these ampli 
fiers have been biased beyond cut-off until Such 
time as the pulses were to be sent. 

In accordance with this invention, the gating 
function is performed within the tube by blank 
ing the electron beam used for the coding until 
such time as the pulses are to be impressed on 
the output circuit of the coding tube. In order 
to make use of the feedback principle to bring 
and hold the beam in proper registry with a 
given row of code apertures, an auxiliary, or pilot 
beam is provided together with a relatively nar 
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row quantizing grid arranged in the path of the 
pilot beam but out of the path of the main or 
coding beam. The same beam deflecting means 
Serves in common for both beams. This allows 
the feedback control, through the agency of the 
pilot beam, to establish the necessary conditions 
On the deflecting means such as will cause proper 
registry of the main beam with a given row of 
apertures when the main beam is unblanked. 
The main beam may be turned on at the instant 
when the code pulses are to be generated and 
not until then. It is left on for the duration 
of a code pulse and is then turned off until 
the next code combination is to be generated. 
Thus, the main beam is used both to generate 
the pulses in proper code combinations and to 
time the occurrence and duration of the pulses. 
One advantage following from this action is that 
the gating amplifiers heretofore used may be 
dispensed with and if amplification as such as 
needed it can be supplied in a common ampli 
fier, for example in the output of the distributor 
as will appear from the fuller description to 
follow. 
The nature and objects of the invention will 

appear more clearly from the following detailed 
description of certain illustrative embodiments 
of the invention as shown in the accompanying 
drawings. 
In the drawings, Fig. 1 is a perspective view 

of the electrode structure of an electron beam 
coding tube of one form according to the in 
vention; 

Fig. A shows a detail of the electron gun 
used in the construction shown in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 2 is a schematic plan view of the electrode 
structure of a modified electron beam tube ac 
cording to the invention; 

Fig. 3 is a schematic view, in plan, of a tube 
of the Fig. 1 type showing the manner of con 
necting the tube into a pulse code transmitting 
System; and 

Fig. 4 shows a timing diagram to be referred 
to in the description of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 1 shows the electrode structure of a cath 
ode beam tube, looking away from the small end 
of the tube at which the beam-forming means 
is provided toward the large end of the tube 
where the target electrodes are located. Provi 
sion is made for producing a pilot beam 30 of 
relatively narrow ribbon form and a main or 
coding beam 3 also of ribbon form and much 
wider than beam 30. These two beams impinge 
upon the code plate 36 and illuminate a horin 
Zontal line across the code plate, as shown, 



The code plate 36 is divided functionally into 
two distinct parts. The first part comprises the 
quantizing grid 37 which is in the path of the 
pilot beam 30 but is to the left and out of the 
path of the main beam 3. The other portion 
comprises the coding section of the plate 36, this 
portion being in the path of the main beam 3 
but out of the path of beam 30. It will be under 
stood that the two beams 30 and 3 are main 
tained spaced apart from each other and quite 
distinct and separate in their effect. Positively 
biased concentrating electrodes , 2 and 3 are 
provided to shape the electron beams and to 
assist in maintaining the spacing, thereof. 

All of the apertures in the code plate 36 are 
arranged in horizontal rows. In a seven-digit 
system, assumed in this figure, there will be 
128 horizontal rows. The quantizing grid 3 has 
128 apertures arranged in a vertical column. 
Just back of this column of apertures is the 
target member or anode 4 so located as to be 
struck by the beam 30 whenever the latter passes 
through one of the apertures in the quantizing 
grid 3. The apertures in the coding portion of 

- the plate 36 differ in number in each horizontal 
row from none to a maximum of seven in accord 
ance with a binary system to form a permuta 
tion code and are positioned in seven vertical 
columns. A few of these apertures are shown 
at 38. The digit electrodes 4t to 4, inclusive, 
are located just back of the code plate 36 in posi 
tion to be struck by portions of the beam 3: 
which pass through apertures in the correspond 
ing column. 
The beams 3 and 3 are shown in the figure 

in their middle position corresponding to zero 
applied signal. They can be deflected upward 
or downward to any chosen horizontal row of 
apertures by the application of proper voltage 
to the deflecting plates 32, 34. These voltages 
may be applied over the leads 49' and 5f respec 
tively. 
Any Suitable type of electron gun structure 

may be provided for producing the beams 38 
and 3 in ribbon form. The structure shown 
in Fig. is a modification of that shown in 
United States patent to A. M. Skellett 2,293,567 
granted August 18, 1942. The structure in Fig. 1 
differS from that in the Skellett patent in that 
electrostatic focusing is used in Fig. 1 in place : 
of magnetic focusing shown in the patent. The 
electron gun comprises an elongated linear 
cathode 22, which may be of the indirectly 
heated equipotential type as shown or may be 
of other forms, for example, filamentary, a cy 
lindrical grid 23 for the main beam and a similar 
grid 33 for the pilot beam, each coaxial with the 
Cathode 22, and a shield electrode including a 
U-shaped portion 24 coaxial with the cathode 
22. This shield portion has attached to it a 
pair of coplanar plates 25 extending normal to 
the longitudinal axis of the tube or of the bean 
and spaced from each other to define an elon 
gated linear aperture or slit 26, parallel to and 
in alignment with the cathode 22. This con 
struction is shown more clearly in Fig. 1A. The 
grid 23 for the main beam is provided with a 
lead 9 and grid 33 for the pilot beam is pro 
vided with a lead 8. A lead it is also indicated 
for applying heating current to the cathode 
heater or filament. - 

Directly in front of the slit 26 is a pair of 
slotted plates 28, 29 to which proper bias volt 
ages may be applied relative to the voltage of 
the plates 25, shield 24 and cathode 22 to pro 
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duce desired focusing. Portions of the shield 
24 are broken away in Sig. 1 to show the two 
grids 23 and 33 as distinct and separated from 
each other, if desired, suitable shield means may 
be included in the Space between the two grids 
Within the Shield member 24. 

In the operation of the electrode structure of 
Fig. 1 a, Signal Sample is applied across the leads 
£3, 5 for the defiector plates 32, 34. (The cir 
cuit arrangements for carrying out the functions 
in this brief description will be given in Fig. 3.) 
Ouring the time the signal sample is applied to 
the deflector plates the main beam 3 f is blanked 
by the application of a proper voltage to the 
grid 23, but the pilot beam 30 is not blanked at 
this time. The pilot beam 30 is therefore 
deflected under control of the signal voltage to 
the vicinity of a particular aperture in the 
quantizing grid 3 depending upon the amplitude 
of the Signal. The beam may fall into exact 
registry with one of these apertures or may be 
Only partially, in register with an aperture and 
part way between two apertures. The portion 
ef the bean that passes through an aperture 
Strikes the target. electrode 40 from which a 
Voltage is fed back through an amplifier to the 
deflector plates 32, 34 such as to exert feedback 
control on the pilot. beam. 39. This feedback 
control is Such as to shift the bearin 32 slightly 
When necessary to change from the condition 
of partial registry of the beam with a given 
aperture into full registry of the bearin with that; 
aperture. (The manner in which the feedback 
Control effects this result is disclosed more fully 
in an article by R. W. Sears entitled “Electron 
Bean. Defection Tube for a Pulse Code Modula 
tion' published in the Eei Systern Technical 
Journal for January 1948, pages 44 to 57.) If 
the beam is partly cut off on its upper side so 
that only, say, its lower half is transmitted, then 
if the feedback acts so that stronger current to 
electrode 39, urges the beam downward (and 
Weaker current urges it upward) an unstable 
Condition exists and the beam will either in ove 
dioWWard until further movement would begin 
to cut off its lower edge or it will move upward 
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to a stable position in the next higher aperture. 
The positioning of the pilot bean in the man 

ner described so as to be in full registry with a 
particular aperture in the quantizing grid. 3 
results in the establishment of such voltages on 
the deflector plates 32, 34 that when the main 
bean is turned on it will immediately strike the 
corresponding horizontal row of holes in code 

5 plate 36 in full registry therewith. It thus 
becomes practicable to turn on the main beam 
for just the short interval corresponding to the 
duration of a code pulse and then turn the beam 
off again, Since the quantizing grid and feedback 
action through the agency of the pilot beam has 
prepared in advance the proper voltage condi 
tion on defiector plates. 32, 34 for causing cor 
rect registry of the main beam with the corre 
sponding row of code determining apertures. 
Portions of the main beam pass through these 
apertures and Strike the corresponding digit 
electrodes 4 to a producing voltages on those 
particular, and only those, digit electrodes. 
The fact that the two electron beams 30, and 3 

are of widely different dimensions does not pre 
vent the type of control just described from 
taking place. The important thing is to have 
the accelerating potentials for the two beams 
maintained equal and this result is achieved by 
generating the beans from a common cathode 
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as disclosed and also making the other portions 
of the electron gun system including the focusing 
element common to the two beams. 
The code pulses generated in this manner on 

the digit electrodes 4 to 47 may be made use of 
in any desired manner. For example, they may 
be simultaneously transmitted over individual 
transmission channels or they may be applied to 
a distributor operating to arrange then in Se 
quential order suitable for transmission over a 
single channel. 

Referring to Fig. 3, the signal which may be 
speech or other suitable signal is shown as Com 
ing in on lead 93 to the signal sampling circuit 
92. The latter may be an electronic switch of 
the type which permits conduction in either di 
rection when closed. Such Switches are SOme 
times referred to as two-way clamps. The switch 
would be biased open to prevent conduction ex 
cept for the time during which a signal Sample 
is to be taken and applied to the storage con 
denser 95. The timing control for the sampling 
circuit 92 and for other functions to be carried. 
out would in practice be accomplished by means 
of electronic timing circuits under the prime con 
trol of a crystal oscillator of highly constant fre 
quency, with the various timing periods deter 
mined by capacitance-resistance timing circuits 
operating in conjunction with vacuum tubes in a 
manner generally well known in the art. For 
simplicity of illustration in Fig. 3 the timing con 
trol is shown as obtained from rotating brushes 
Of, O2, G3 cooperating with segmented rings. 
A negative voltage from battery iO5 is shown as 
applied to the common shaft O4 for the three 
brushes. The sampling circuit 92 is biased open 
during the portion of the cycle in which the brush 

is in contact with the conducting portion 98 
of the segmented ring but this bias is removed 
during the time the brush of is in contact with 
the insulating segment 06. It is during this lat 
ter interval that the sampling circuit 92 is al 
lowed to take a sample of the impressed signal in 
lead 93 and store it upon the condenser 95. 
During all or the greater part of this sampling 

period both the main beam 3 and the pilot bean 
30 are suppressed by the application of high nega 
tive voltage to the grids 23 and 33 by brushes 
f03 and 02 in contact with respective conduct 
ing segments 00 and 97. The pilot beam is shut 
off during this period to allow the voltage condi 
tions on storage condenser 95 to become stabilized. 
The high negative bias is removed from grid 33 
near the end of the sampling period, allowing the 
pilot beam 30 to become projected. 
The signal voltage stored on the condenser 95 

is amplified in the push-pull amplifier 9 and is 
applied over the leads 49, 5 to the upper and 
lower deflecting plates 32, 34. The pilot beam 
30 is thus deflected to an extent determined by 
the signal amplitude. The quantizing grid 37, 
electrode 40, feedback connection 7 to the input 
of amplifier 9, amplifier 9 and deflector plates 
32, 34 cooperate in the manner above described 
to position the pilot beam 30 in full registry with 
the aperture corresponding to the nearest quan 
tized value of the signal. A considerable time is 
allowed during which this feedback quantizing 
operation is being carried out in order to per 
mit the pilot beam to become fully stabilized in 
its final position. During this period the brush 
O3 is traversing the segment 100 and maintain 

ing high negative bias on grid 23 thus Suppressing 
the main beam. After a time sufficient for stabi 
lized conditions to be reached, brush fo3 arrives 
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6 
at insulating segment 08 and removes the lega 
tive bias from grid 23 allowing the main beam 
3 to be projected for the duration of the code 
pulse. For this purpose the segment 88 is shown 
as quite short. After the projection of the main 
beam both beams are again suppressed and 
switch of permits sampling circuit 92 to take a 
new sample of the applied signal. 
These timing relations are shown for further 

illustration in Fig. 4. It is assumed for illustra 
tion in Fig. 4 that the coder is being used in a 
96-channel telephone system with speech samples 
taken at the rate of 8,000 per second. The cod 
ing period for any one speech sample is therefore 
1.3 microseconds. Beginning at time 0 in Fig. 4 
the sampling period is shown as lasting for about 
half a microsecond. The pilot beam is shown as 
coming on near the end of the sampling period 
and lasting throughout the remainder of the first 
1.3-microsecond interval. Experience shows that 
it requires somewhat less than 0.5 microSecond 
for the action of the quantizing grid and its feed 
back control to become fully stabilized. The 
main beam is represented as not being turned 
on therefore until near the end of the 1.3-micro 
second interval. The coder therefore produces a 
main beam pulse near the end of every coding 
period and pulses of the duration of the main 
beam pulse, shown as .186 microsecond, will ap 
pear simultaneously on those of the digit elec 
trodes 4 through 47 for which the beam was in 
registry with apertures in the coding plate 36. 
Typical code groups of pulses obtained by distri 
bution in time of the simultaneously appearing 
pulses are shown in Fig. 4 for channels 96 and . 

Fig. 3 shows a type of distributor suitable for 
use in distributing the code pulses sequentially in 
time so as to make them suitable for transmis 
sion over a single channel. This is done by the 
use of delay circuits 88, 89, etc. individual to the 
seven-digit targets 4 to 47. These delay lines 
are associated with the respective digit targets 
through isolating resistors 8 as shown. The 
first delay line D1 shown at 88 is represented in 
dotted outline indicating that this line may have 
zero delay and therefore that the delay line may 
be omitted, if desired. The amount of delay in 
creases in succeeding delay lines D2, D3, etc. by 
.186 microsecond, the time interval between the 
beginning of one pulse and the beginning of the 
next pulse. Thus the code pulse generated on 
digit electrode 47 is delayed six full pulse periods 
longer than the one generated on digit electrode 
4t, that on digit electrode 46 is delayed five pulse 
periods longer, etc. A common amplifier 90 is 
shown as serving for the transmission of the vari 
ous permutation code pulses. This may also in 
clude shaping circuits to standardize the code 
pulse amplitudes if desired. 
Some of the distributed code pulses are repre 

Sented in the timing diagram of Fig. 4. At the 
end of the coding cycle immediately prior to time 
0, the main beam pulse is assumed to have set up 
a coding pulse on each of digit electrodes 4, 42, 
44, 45 and 47. Corresponding pulses f, 2, 4, 5 and 
7 are therefore represented in the timing diagram 
as they would be sequentially arranged in time 
by the distributor delay lines. Another sequence 
generated near the end of the first 13-microsec 
ond interval is shown by the pulses i', 2', 3', 
and 6. 
- Fig.2 shows a modified type of electrode con 
struction in which eight individual electron 
beams are used, one of these, 64 in the figure, 
being the pilot beam and the other seven being 
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coding, beams shown at 63 to 69., Individual elec: 
tronigunssincluding, separate cathodes, 52...to. 59, 
inclusive, are provided. Individual focusing ap 
ertures: which are to be suitably biased, are shown. 
at 69; 6,62. These focusings elements: are Sup, 
plemented by, the collimating: tubes or shields: 
showns, at 74, suitably biased. This type of cones 
Struction permits; of individual: control of ther 
various, beams to equalize their intensities:... Also 
somewhat more, intense: beams can be: obtained. 
and used with this construction: A single: pair of. 
beam deflecting: plates: of which the upper, one, is: 
shown at 32 is: used as in the previous figures. 
The manner of connecting into, the circuit; would 
be the same as described inconnection with Fig. 
3; the various coding: beam controlling grids, be-, 
ing paralleled. . . 

What is claimed is: 
1. The method of generating, pulses, in code. 

combinations by, electronic, action, comprising: 
producing two parallel electron beams subject...to. 
like defection under signal, control, initially ap 
plying the signal, control.to...only the first, of said 
beans to-deflect, the same to a desired position. 
dependent, upon, the signal, amplitude. while. 
blanking the second beam, establishing by feed-- 
back action, effective upon the first beam, voltage, 
Conditions determinative of the deflection of the 
Second, bean. When; existent, such as to., cause: 
the Second, beam to assume: a, position.limited to 
electrode. areas. determinatives of, one. particular 
code group,and.thereafter. and while said condi-. 
tions, are still...maintained, turning on said second 
bean...for a time corresponding to the length of 
Code pulse to be, generated - 

2. In: an electron beam, pulse code, producer, 
means to produ9.e. two electron beams parallel to 
each other, common. deflecting means. for both 
beans, a quantizing grid located in the path of. 
the first or pilot-beam but out, of the path of the 
Second. OF. main: beam, code generating; target. 
area.Sir position.to. be...engaged by said main heam. 
When deflected by different amounts, a feedback 
control-froin. Said, q1...antizing, grid-te said, deflect 
ing, means. for establishing. and maintaining. 
propar, registry of Said, mainsbeam with tie; par-, 
ticilal', target, areas, producing, the desired code 
and means to. Suppress, said, main, beam. during, the 
tine Such proner registry is, being, established: by 
Said feedback...control but to; turn, on said main, 
bean during, tha.time. Such-proper registry is be 
ing. maintained. 

3. In an electron, beam. coding. tube, a main: 
beam, a pilot beam, common deflecting means for 
Said hearns, a quantizing, grid in the path of said: 
pilot beam, but out, of the path of said main, beam 
a feedback.beam-centaring.control from said grid. 
to: Said deflecting; means; code-determining.target. 
areas positioned to be engaged by said main-beam. 
When deflected by successive amounts, said areas 
coordinated Spatially with the grid apertures 
Such that Said control centers-the-main-beam on 
respective code-determining areas, and means. 
to suppress said main beam independently of said 
pilot bean. 

4. In an electron beam coding: tube, means 
to produce a main beam, a plurality of target ex 
posure areas arranged in patterns according to a 
code, means to deflect the main beam under con 
trol of a signal voltage to be coded, so as to be: 
intercepted by certain of said exposure areas. 
depending upon the signali amplitude, means, to 
suppress said beam, except for times during which 
codes are to be generated; means to produce: a 
pilot beam, special target exposure areas, ar 

8. 
ranged opposite said plurality of exposure. areas, 
means including said, deflecting means, for mov- . 
ing said pilot beam.to, one of said Special areas 
under: control; of; assignal to be coded, while Said 

is main-beamis, suppressed, to predetermine the po 
sition to be assumed by said, main-beam, said last, 
means also including, a feedback control from 
Saidi special area, to which said pilot, beam. Was. 
moved to said defecting, means, for predetermin 

losing proper register of said main, beam with said, 
certain exposure areas. . . . . 

5. In an electronbeam, coding. tube, a coding 
element, having asplurality of defined areas, each. 
representing assignal amplitude, means, for estab 

15, lishing an electronbeam in; said, tube, means for 
deflecting said beam in accordance; with the am 
plitude of a signal to be coded to the correspond 
ing. One of said, defined; area.S, means for limiting, 
the possible:positions of said beam to those corre 

29 sponding to said, defined areas, said means, com 
prising means for generating; an auxiliary electron, 
beam, within-the-tube, a quantizing electrode dis 
posed...beside Said coding, element, to intercept said 
auxiliary, beam, and having openings positioned, 

25 opposite-Said defined.ateas; said, aluxiliary: bean. 
being deflected by the signal, to be coded acting. 
through thenaeans; for defecting, the first-men 
tioned, beam, and means for feeding back from 
Said, quantizing electrode a control voltage for 

30 application tesaid deflecting means. ... 
6., Abeam. tube for; producing permutation:code. 

pulses, comprising means...to; project, a main beam 
and a pilot, beam. Side by, side.within and along 
said tube, common deflecting means for both 

35 beams, a separate and independently controllable. 
beam, suppressing means.for said main beam, said 
main-beam being many times wider than its ver 
tical or thickness dimension, target.exposure areas. 
arranged in horizontal rows one, above, another, 

40, the individual areas being arranged in a pattern 
conforming to a permutation code, a vertical col 
umn of other target.exposure areas each horizon 
tally, aligned, with a different one of said: rows, 
said deflecting means being positioned:when sup 
plied with deflection, controlling voltages to move 
both.ofsaid.beams to..beintercepted by any given, 
one. of said horizontal rows of areas and by the: 
area. aligned therewith respectively, and means, 
operating in response...to.interception of the pilot, 
bean by said, latter, areas for maintaining. said, 
beams. in... register, with the areas...to, which they 
were: moved respectively. . 

7. In...an electron...heam coding, tube, means to 
produce. a main bean and to project. the beam. 
toward a target area, means...to, deflect the beam 
to different positions on Said target area, depend 
ent, upon the amplitude of an impressed signal, 
Said target. area having a different, exposure pat 
tern, for each different amplitude of signal to be. 
coded, and means.to. reduce ambiguity in coding, 
comprising, means. to produce...and.project.aspilot, 
beam, said deflecting. means for the main, beam 
also deflecting, the pilot beam by the same amount, 
Special target exposure areas arranged to bein 
tercepted by saidspilot beam, and individually, cor 
responding with the different, exposure area. pat. 
terns, means operating in response, to interception. 
of said pilot...beam by a given. One of said special, 
exposure. areas for feeding back.a. voltage to said 
deflecting means. Such asto, maintain: said, main. 
beam.in.register, with the corresponding, exposure. 
area: aattel; and a Separai.e., and independently, 
contraliable: beam. Suppressing means, for Said. 
main...beam. . . . . . . . 

8. A. two-beam. electron coding tube: including 
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main target areas and pilot target areas aligned 
therewith, means for initially directively project 
ing a pilot beam, under control of a signal voltage 
to be coded, against one of said pilot target areas 
while maintaining the main beam suppressed, a 
feedback control from said pilot target for the 
pilot beam for properly centering the pilot beam 
on said one pilot target area, and means Subse 
quently operative under control of said Signal 
voltage and feedback centering control for pro 
jecting the main beam against the respectively 
aligned main target area. 

9. A two-beam electron coding tube including 
code determining target areas and guide target 
areas aligned therewith, means to produce a pilot 
beam and a coding beam, beam deflecting means, 
means for initially suppressing said coding beam 
and for causing Said deflecting means to direct 
Said pilot beam, under control of a signal voltage 
to be coded, against One of Said guide target areas, 
a feedback control from Said guide target area to 

0 

15 

10 
said defecting means for establishing proper reg 
ister of said pilot beam on said guide target area, 
and means including said deflecting means subse 
quently operative under control of said signal 
voltage and feedback control for projecting said 
coding beam against the corresponding code 
determining target area. 

ROBERT CARBREY. 
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